ABSTRACT. A new related fixed point theorem on two complete metric spaces is obtained generalization is given for two compact metric spaces
THEOREM 1.1. Let (X, d) and (Y, p) be complete metric spaces, let T be a continuous mapping ofX into Y and let S be a mapping ofY into X satisfying the inequalities d(STx, STx') <_ cmax{d(x,x'), d(x, STx), d(x', STx'), p(Tx, Tx')}, p(TSy, TSy') <_ c max{p(y, y'), p(y, TSy), p(y', TSy'), d(Sy, Sy')} for all x, x' in X and y, y' in Y, where 0 _< c < 1. Then ST has a unique fixed point z in X and TS has a unique fixed point w in Y Further, Tz w and Sw z.
We now prove the following related fixed point theorem. THEOREM 1.2. Let (X, d) and (Y, p) be complete metric spaces, let T be a mapping of X into Y and let S be a mapping of Y into X satisfying the inequalities d(Sy, Sy')d(STx, STx') _< cmax{d(Sy, Sy')p(Tx, Tx'), d(x', Sy)p(y', Tx),
(1) p(Tx, Tx')p(TSy, TSy') _< cmax{d(Sy, Sy')p(Tx, Tx'), d(x', Sy)p(y', Tx), p(y, y')p(Tx, Tx'), p(Tx, TSy)p(Tx', TSy')}
for all x, x' in X and y, y' in Y, where 0 _< c < 
which implies that d(z, z') <_ cp(Tz, Tz').
Further, applying inequality (2) we have
which implies that p(Tz, Tz') <_ cd(z, z').
It now follows from inequalities (9) 
This is only possible if the right hand side of inequality (17) Lo(Tz, Tz')] p(Tz, Tz')p(TSTz, TSTz') < max{d(z, z')p(Tz, Tz'), [p(Tz, Tz')] }, which that p(Tz, Tz') < d(z,z'). [I]
